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This document highlights: 

 COVID-19 

 The Economic Environment 

 Government Monetary and Fiscal Stimulus Activity 

 Recessions, Stock Market Corrections, Bear Markets and Recoveries 

 Closing Thoughts 

Note, we will provide our quarterly investment strategy commentaries in January to February 2021. The 

commentaries will highlight our strategies’ performance, portfolio positioning and areas of opportunity. 

COVID-19 

COVID-19, otherwise known as the coronavirus, has had a huge negative impact on the world. The first cases 

of COVID-19 occurred in China in late 2019. COVID-19 spread to Japan, South Korea and Italy and the rest of 

the world thereafter.  

World COVID-19 statistics are presented below1. Since July 1, 2020 world cases are up from 10.67 million to 

88.0 million, deaths are up from 516,237 to 1,899,000, and new cases per day are up from 217,689 to 856,222. 

Worldwide deaths per day have grown from 5,011 to 14,769. The percentage of individuals that die from 

COVID-19 complications has fallen from 4.85% to 2.16%. Worth noting, health experts believe the actual 

number of COVID-19 cases is higher due to the lack of testing and the number of reported deaths is 

understated due to reporting inconsistencies around causes of death.  

 

 
1 (YCharts, 2021) 

First Quarter 2021  

Investment Environment 
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The Financial Times has been doing a good job tracking the virus. New case activity increased or was relatively 

flat in most regions except India in the fourth quarter of 20202.  

 

Government-related shutdowns have played a significant role in reducing economic activity3. Government-

related closures generally peaked in April and declined in the second and third quarter. Government-related 

shutdowns generally escalated in developed countries in the fourth quarter while trends were mixed in 

emerging markets.  

 

According to Wikipedia, “by mid-December 2020, 57 vaccine candidates were in clinical trials including 40 

phase I and II trials and 17 phase II and III trials. National regulatory authorities have approved six vaccines for 

public use.” Consensus forecasts anticipate several additional vaccines will get approved in the US and Europe 

in the next few quarters. Vaccines are expected to be widely distributed by the second half of 2021 to 2022. 

 
2 (FT Visual & Data Journalism Team, 2021) 
3  (University of Oxford, 2020) 
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The Economic Environment 

COVID-19’s spread continues to confound economists and investors. The IMF summed it up well on March 4, 

20: “Under any scenario, global growth in 2020 will drop below last year’s level. How far it will fall, and for 

how long, is difficult to predict, and would depend on the epidemic, but also on the timeliness and 

effectiveness of our actions.4”  

The global economy is slowly improving from recent lows. Government fiscal and monetary stimulus, which will 

be discussed in detail later, remain supportive of economic activity. Inflation remains subdued in developed 

markets. Manufacturing activity is supportive of economic growth. Service activity and retail sales have been 

mixed. Unemployment remains a sore spot in select countries5.  

 

Our analysis suggests:  

 The US, Europe, and China are the most important markets to watch as they account for 64% of world GDP6. 

India and China are important emerging markets to watch as they represent 35% of the world’s population7.  

 The economic impact of COVID-19 has been felt across the global economy. COVID-19 is impacting demand 

(e.g., travel, eating out, entertainment, retail, online shopping, home-related spending) and supply (e.g., 

services, manufacturing, supply chains, transportation).  

 Most 3Q 20 GDP growth figures reflect easy economic growth comparisons associated with COVID-19.  

 Inflation has been benign in developed economies and reasonable in most emerging economies. Developed 

economies have leeway to implement accommodative fiscal and monetary policies.  

 
4 (Georgieva, Potential Impact of the Coronavirus Epidemic: What We Know and What We Can Do, 2020) 
5 (Trading Economics, 2021) 
6 (Wikipedia, 2019) 
7 (Wikipedia, 2019) 
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 Interest rates are extremely low in developed economies and low in emerging economies.  

 Manufacturing purchasing manager activity has improved in 6 of 9 areas and suggests an expanding 

manufacturing sector.  

 Service purchasing manager activity remains relatively weak versus manufacturing. Service activity is 

expanding in the US, China, India and Brazil. 

 Unemployment remains a sore spot in the Euro Area, Canada, and Brazil. Trends are flat to improving in 

most countries surveyed.  

 Retail sales growth is lackluster in half the areas surveyed. COVID-19 is impacting travel, shopping and eating 

away from home. In 5 of 8 areas surveyed retail sales have fallen sequentially due to increased government 

shutdowns.  

Key questions going forward are: how long will the recession last and what will the earnings picture look like?  

According to data compiled by JP Morgan Asset Management, US real GDP declined 10.1% from the fourth 

quarter of 2019 through the second quarter of 2020. The percentage decline represents the third largest 

percentage decline since 19298. The current recession is anticipated to last 3-4 quarters. Worth referencing, 

US recessions have lasted 17.5 months on average since 1854 and 11 months on average since 19459.  

Many believe economic activity will only sustainably improve after COVID-19 vaccines are widely distributed 

to the population. Consensus forecasts generally expect this occur between the second half of 2021 and the 

first half of 2022.   

Economic forecasts were lowered from 4Q 19 to 2Q 20 and have modestly improved since then. According to 

The Organization of Economic Development (OECD), the double economic hit scenario is no longer probable. A 

slightly stronger economic recovery now appears increasingly likely. The graph on the left below highlights the 

June 2020 projections (blue lines) versus the December 2020 projections (pink lines)10. The graph on the right 

below highlights the December 2020 economic scenarios (upside, current and downside). 

 

 
8 (J.P. Morgan Asset Management ) 
9 (The National Bureau of Economic Research, 2021) 
10 (OECD, 2020) 
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The OECD believes economic growth will resume on a year-over-year basis in 2021. Also, the OECD believes 

emerging markets will experience a more rapid recovery in 2021 and 202211.  

 

According to data compiled by the S&P, S&P 500 earnings are expected to bottom out in the second half of 

202012 13. Earnings are expected to rebound to pre-COVID levels by the second half of 2021. Earning visibility 

remains poor, and earnings estimates have modestly improved over the last 90 days.  

 

So how has the US stock market responded? The stock market’s response is summarized below14 15. The stock 

market’s quick and substantial rise since March 2020 in the face of the pandemic stands out. 

 

 
11 (OECD, 2020) 
12 (Silverblatt, S&P Indices.Com, 2020) 
13 (YCharts, 2021) 
14 (Shiller, 2020) 
15 (YCharts, 2021) 
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The US stock market appears to have priced in a recession and a recovery. Supporting this thesis, the US stock 

market has recovered to above average levels relative to dividends, book value and 10-year inflation adjusted 

earnings16.    

 

It is worth reviewing the US stock market versus international stock markets. The latest relative growth data 

suggest international and emerging market earnings growth comparisons to the US are expected to improve17. 

2020 earnings growth estimates have modestly improved around the world.  

 

 
16 (YCharts, 2021) 
17 (Yardeni, Performance Derby: MSCI Regions/Countries Earnings & Revenue Growth 2021E/ 2020E / 2019A, 2021) 
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Chinese stocks have outperformed the rest of the world year-to-date as investors have recognized China was 
the first to go through and address the negative impacts of COVID-1918. Today US forward price-to-earnings 
ratios look elevated versus history and the world19. 

  

In general, we see better stock investment return prospects abroad. For more information on investment 

strategy performance, positioning and opportunities please refer to our portfolio commentaries.  

 

Government Monetary and Fiscal Stimulus Activity  

Central banks have increased monetary stimulus through asset purchases and lowering interest rates20.  

 

 
18 (YCharts, 2021) 
19 (Yardeni, Global Index Briefing: MSCI Forward P/Es, 2021) 
20 (J.P. Morgan Asset Management ) 
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The US Federal Reserve became more cautious about the economy starting in late 2018. In response the Federal 

Reserve cut the fed funds rate to stimulate economic activity. Today the fed funds rate remains near record 

lows21. The latest Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) projections call for the fed funds rate to be 0.1% in 

2021, 0.1-0.6% in 2022, 0.1-1.1% in 2023 and 2-3% over the long run22. Consistent with adopting less restrictive 

monetary policy, the Federal Reserve has increasingly used the balance sheet to support economic growth23.  

  

Looking outside the US, the European Central Bank (ECB) has also engaged in monetary stimulus in recent 

years. Like the US Federal Reserve, the ECB has lowered rate expectations and expanded the balance sheet24.  

  

It is worth noting that Federal Reserve and the ECB short-term interest rates are at such low levels today that 

further rate cuts should prove less useful in stimulating economic demand.  

 
21 (YCharts, 2021) 
22 (Federal Reserve, 2020) 
23 (YCharts, 2021) 
24 (YCharts, 2021) 
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Governments throughout the world have engaged in fiscal stimulus to support economic activity. JP Morgan 
highlights Germany, Italy, Japan and the UK have been the most active25. Investors have generally cheered this 
government support. In the interim, government fiscal policy will have to play a greater role in supporting the 
economic recovery.  

 

Of note, the US fiscal stimulus has been significant and represents the largest in % terms since World War II26.  

 

The recent fiscal stimulus will accelerate the US’ growing debt issue. According to the Congressional Budget 

Office, the US’ debt to GDP ratio is expected to grow by 9% to 107% by 2023. The 107% ratio will represent 

the largest percentage in US history. Observers argue greater debt service payments will eventually serve as 

an anchor on economic activity27. 

 
25 (J.P. Morgan Asset Management ) 
26 (Morningstar, 2021) 
27 (Congressional Budget Office United States, 2020) 
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Recessions, Stock Market Corrections, Bear Markets, and Recoveries 

 A recession according to National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), which is the official arbiter in 

characterizing business cycles, defines an economic recession as "a significant decline in economic 

activity spread across the economy, lasting more than a few months, normally visible in real GDP, real 

income, employment, industrial production, and wholesale-retail sales." In practice this means a 

recession can represent a slowdown in economic growth over a few quarters rather an actual decline 

in economic statistics. Business cycles since 1854 are noted below28.   

 

 NBER announced in June 2020 that the US entered a recession starting in February 202029.  

 From the table above30:  

o The average recession since 1854 is 18 months and since 1946 is 11 months.  

o The longest recession since 1854 is 65 months from 1873 through 1879.  

o The average economic expansion is 56 months since 1854 and 70 months since World War II.  

o The June 2009 through February 2020 economic expansion was the longest since 1854.  

 
28 (The National Bureau of Economic Research, 2021) 
29 (the National Bureau of Economic Research, 2021) 
30 (the National Bureau of Economic Research, 2021) 
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 Stock market corrections are defined as a 10-20% drop in stock prices31. Corrections usually occur 

every one to three years32. 

 Bear markets are defined as a drop of 20% or more in stock prices33.  

 In late 2018 the S&P dropped 19.8%34. The decline fell just short of being called a bear market and 

represented a correction. 

 From the chart above35: 

o 75% of bear markets have occurred around recessions.  

o Since 1929, the average bear market decline is 42% with the maximum bear market decline 

registering 86% in 1929.   

o Most bear markets last less than three years, and the average bear market lasts 22 months. 

o The recent March 2009 - February 2020 bull market was the longest ever, and the S&P grew 

401%.  

o The February 2020 bear market lasted only one month when the S&P 500 fell 34%.  

o The previous bear market occurred in 2007 and lasted 17 months. The S&P fell 57% over the 

period.   

o The 41% rally from March 23, 2020 through June 24, 2020 was the fastest in history36.   

 
31 (Investopedia, n.d.) 
32 (YCharts, 2021) 
33 (Investopedia, n.d.) 
34 (YCharts, 2021) 
35  (J.P. Morgan Asset Management ) 
36 (Khan, 2020) 
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 Since 1945 equity returns two years after a market peak have been roughly flat37. 

 

 
 

 Stock market declines can be painful in the short run. We endured this in the first quarter of 202038.  

 

 
 

  

 
37 (J.P. Morgan Asset Management ) 
38 (YCharts, 2021) 
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It is important to have a long-term horizon when you invest in stocks. The table below highlights the risk of 

negative returns falls as your time horizon grows. The Ibbotson large cap index is referenced in the chart 

below39. 

 

History suggests most stock market timing strategies have failed, so we should not panic during market 

declines40 41.  

 

 
39 (Morningstar, 2020) 
40 (Lynch, 2000) 
41 (Legg Mason, n.d.) 
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Closing Thoughts  

To sum up, COVID-19 continues to have a damaging impact to our economy. We entered a recession in 

February 2020, and no one knows for certain when we will come out of it. The stock market is forward looking 

however, and investors have already bid up shares in the anticipation of an economic recovery.  

When investing, it’s important to keep a long-term perspective as study after study suggests market timing is a 

fool’s errand. The global stock market has persisted over time through wars (e.g., World War I, World War II, 

etc.), health events (e.g., 1918 Spanish flu, SARS, MERS), shocks (e.g., 9/11, Cuban Missile Crisis), bear markets 

(e.g., 1930s, 1973-74, 2001, 2008/9), and recessions (e.g., Great Depression, 2008/2009 financial crisis)42.  

 

 
42 (Morningstar, 2020) 

Chart: Small stocks in this example are represented by the Ibbotson Small Company Stock Index. Large stocks are represented by the Ibbotson Large 

Company Stock Index. Government bonds are represented by the 20-year U.S. government bond, Treasury bills by the 30-day U.S. Treasury bill, and inflation 

by the Consumer Price Index. Source: Ibbotson 
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Regarding your financial situation and proper asset allocation, please consider the following:  

 Your liquidity needs – Make sure you set aside the proper amount of money to pay your bills, plan for 

near and intermediate term large purchases and address emergency events (e.g., job change/loss, 

medical, auto, home). An emergency fund should usually be allocated with a shorter-term time 

horizon. 

 Your financial plan and investment time horizon – The time period usually corresponds with your life 

expectancy adjusted for estate planning considerations. Regarding life expectancy, studies suggest if 

you are healthy and have an average family healthy history you should probably plan on living until at 

least your mid 80s to mid 90s43. This observation suggests if you are: 

o Age 30-40 your financial plan time horizon is likely 45+ years 

o Age 40-50 your financial plan time horizon is likely 35+ years 

o Age 50-60 your financial plan time horizon is likely 25+ years 

o Age 60-70 your financial plan time horizon is likely 15+ years 

o Age 70-80 your financial plan time horizon is likely 5-15+ years 

 Your risk capacity – How much you should allocate to stocks and fixed income usually reflects the goals 

of maximizing your wealth, providing for loved ones or charities and/or improving the probability that 

you don’t run out of money. Adding a larger percentage of fixed income to your portfolio as your 

investment time horizon shortens generally makes sense. Diversification also helps.  

 Your risk tolerance – Reflect on how you have reacted to previous market declines. Be proactive and 

anticipate how you would react in the future if your portfolio fell by 10-50%. When would you lose too 

much sleep at night and begin making bad investment decisions?  

After reviewing these factors, please let us know if you would like to revisit your asset allocation alternatives.   

As always please reach out to us if you have questions or comments.  

 

Sincerely,  

William E. Hawes, CFA, CFP® 
President and Chief Investment Officer 

Candor Asset Advisors 

 

  

 
43 (Social Security Administration, n.d.) 
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General Disclosures 

 Investment advisory and financial planning services are offered through Candor Asset Advisors, LLC, a 

registered investment adviser. 

 Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.  

 Financial plans are hypothetical in nature and intended to help you in making decisions on your 

financial future based on information that you have provided and reviewed. Assumptions need to be 

reviewed regularly to ensure results and projections are adjusted accordingly. Small changes in 

assumptions can have a dramatic impact on the outcome of the financial plan. The projections or other 

information generated by Candor Asset Advisors regarding the likelihood of various financial outcomes 

are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual results and are not guarantees of future results. Past 

performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future performance. 

 The financial plan does not constitute advice in the areas of legal, accounting and tax. It is your 

responsibility to consult with appropriate professionals in those areas either independently or in 

conjunction with the planning process. 

 Candor Asset Advisor’s Privacy Policy is available at www.candorassetadvisors.com and covers 

Candor’s policies and obligations with respect to information you have provided to us and which is 

stored on our systems or on the systems of third parties with whom we have contracted to do 

business. 


